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Introduction

Feed efficiency of birds depend on their food consumption, their digestion ability , and the
metabolic use of absorbed energy (Fairfull and Chambers, 1984). It has often been argued that
in contrast with food consumption and energy use, digestibility was not depending on animal
genetics (Pym, 1990). However, it has recently been shown that digestibility of a wheat-based
diet was highly heritable in broilers (h2=0.37, Mignon-Grasteau et al., 2004). This result is
probably linked to the fact that wheat is much less easily digested than corn, which leads to
heterogeneous digestibilities between animals, whereas performances are more homogeneous
with corn. Following this heritability estimate, two lines have been divergently selected on
their high (D+) or low (D-) ability to digest a wheat-based diet. The selection criterion was
AMEn (Apparent Metabolisable Energy corrected to zero Nitrogen retention) between 20 and
23 d, at a constant body weight. The aim of the present work was to test our hypotheses about
the effet of diet composition on the estimation of heritability of AMEn and to evaluate the
possibility of selection of this trait, by comparing estimates obtained on corn-based diets and
on wheat-based diets.

Material and methods

Animal trials. The results originate from several experiments performed on birds of the
D+ and D- lines, fed either with wheat-based or corn-based diets. Data obtained on wheat
diets came from the first eight generations of divergent selection on AMEn. Data obtained
on corn diets came from four experiments conducted on generations 4, 6, 7, and 8 of the
selection experiment. Nine different corn diets were used in these experiments, with a variable
composition., whereas wheat-diet used for selection was the same at each generation. Details
of diets are given in Table 1. Animals were reared in individual cages from 10 d to slaughter.
Digestibility was assessed by AMEn as well as by the coefficient of digestive use of lipids
(CDUL), starch (CDUS), and proteins (CDUP ), measured at 3 weeks. AMEn could be
measured on a high number of animals thanks to simplified analysis procedures using NIRS
(Bastianelli et al., 2010).
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Table 1: Diet composition

Traits Wheat Corna

Wheat (Rialto Variety, %) 55.0 0.00
Corn (%) 0.0 50.77-70.67
Rapeseed oil (%) 8.00 0.85-6.75
48 Soybean meal (%) 33.24 23.41-35.14
Gluten meal (%) 0.00 0.00-3.80
Cereal or sunflower hulls (%) 0.00 0.00-15.00
Calcium carbonate (%) 1.19 0.75-1.22
Dicalcium phosphate (%) 1.55 1.70-2.00
Sodium chloride (%) 0.35 0.35-0.40
Mineral and vitamin premix (%) 0.50 0.40-0.50
DL-Met (%) 0.12 0.06-0.20
Lys (%) 0.00 0.00-0.08
Coccidiostat (%) 0.05 0.05
Calculated Contents
AMEn (kcal/kg) 2,784 2,386-3,053
Crude protein (%) 21.27 17.22-23.35
Met + Cys (%) 0.82 0.66-0.97
Lys (%) 1.13 0.86-1.26
Calcium (%) 1.11 0.92-1.11
Available phosphorus (%) 0.41 0.36-0.43
Crude fat (%) 9.74 3.65-9.71
Starch (%) 35.68 33.06-44.68

aMinimum-Maximum values depending on the experiment

Statistical analyses. The software VCE4 (Neumaier and Groeneveld, 1998) was used to
perform the genetic analysis with an animal model. As corn-based diets were partly differ-
ent among hatches and generations, a combined effect of hatch and diet was included in the
model of analysis. Sex effect was also included in genetic analysis. Traits recorded with corn
or wheat diets were treated as distinct traits and indiced by "W" or "C" (e.g. AMEn recorded
on corn diet was noted AMEnC). As AMEn showed a skewed distribution, we used a Box-
Cox transformation (Box and Cox, 1964) before analysis, as follows:

AMEnt =
AMEnt − 1

t×AMEn
(t−1)
g

where AMEnt is the transformed value of AMen, t the parameter of the transformation
(3.1 for AMEnW and 6.0 for AMEnC), AMEng the geometric means of AMEn (2883
kcal.kg−1 DM for AMEnW and 3142 kcal.kg−1 for AMEnC).

Results and discussion

Least square means of AMEn and digestibility of starch, lipids and proteins are presented in
Table 2.



Table 2: Least square means (±s.e.) of recorded traits, by line and diet

Traits D+ Wheat D- Wheat D+ Corn D- Corn
AMEn (kcal.kg−1 DM) 3309±10.4a

a
2431±10.2c 3336±34.8a 3165±35.0b

CDUS (%) 96.2±0.41a 87.5±0.41b 97.4±1.13a 96.2±1.16a

CDUL (%) 82.2±0.60c 67.9±0.59d 92.7±1.65a 86.3±1.69b

CDUP (%) 77.5±0.18c 68.5±0.18d 84.2±0.54a 79.8±0.55b

aMeans within a line with different superscripts differ significantly (P<0.05)

Genetic parameters estimates obtained on corn or wheat-based diets are shown in Table 3.
Except for CDUS , heritability estimates were much higher for traits recorded on wheat diets
than for those recorded on corn diets. These results are consistent with literature in which this
discrepancy between corn and wheat diets has already been noted (Mignon-Grasteau et al.,
2004; Pym, 1990). Genetic correlations between traits recorded either on corn or on wheat
diets were high, but significantly different from unity for AMEn and CDUS , indicating that
the latter traits were almost partially controlled by a different group of genes when animals
were fed corn or wheat. Moreover, genetic correlations between AMEn and CDUS , CDUL

or CDUP were lower with corn than with wheat diets. This suggests that selection to improve
AMEn would have a greater effect on CDU if AMEn is recorded on wheat than on corn diet.

Table 3: Estimates of genetic parameters of digestibility of corn and wheat diets in chick-
ens a

Traits AMEnW AMEnC CDUSW CDUSC

AMEnW 0.32±0.02 0.73±0.09 0.84±0.03 0.35±0.07
AMEnC 0.15±0.04 0.84±0.09 0.77±0.07
CDUSW 0.28±0.02 0.63±0.08
CDUSC 0.26±0.05

aHeritabilities (±s.e.) on the diagonal, genetic correlations above the diagonal.

Table 3 (continued): Estimates of genetic parameters of digestibility of corn and wheat
diets in chickens a

Traits CDULW CDULC CDUPW CDUPC

AMEnW 0.82±0.03 0.92±0.12 0.80±0.02 0.66±0.09
AMEnC 0.31±0.13 0.61±0.41 0.81±0.07 0.58±0.19
CDUSW 0.57±0.06 0.59±0.33 0.66±0.05 0.54±0.18
CDUSC 0.04±0.13 0.20±0.53 0.47±0.12 0.48±0.26
CDULW 0.25±0.02 0.84±0.23 0.65±0.06 0.76±0.15
CDULC 0.04±0.01 0.86±0.22 0.75±0.29
CDUPW 0.29±0.02 0.88±0.09
CDUPC 0.09±0.02

aHeritabilities (±s.e.) on the diagonal, genetic correlations above the diagonal.

Taking into account these elements, it is possible to compare how selecting on AMEnW



or on AMEnC would affect AMEn and CDU. Supposing a similar intensity of selection
and generation interval in both cases, selection on AMEnW would be more efficient than
selection on AMEnC , except for CDUS . Indeed, selecting on AMEnW would led to a 25%
greater improvement of AMEnW than selecting on AMEnC , whereas both strategies would
bring a similar improvement on AMEnC . Both strategies of selection would improve CDUS ,
but response to selection would be greater on CDUSW when selecting on AMEnW (+46%
as compared to selection on AMEnC), but greater on CDUSC when selecting on AMEnC

(+51% as compared to selection on AMEnW ). This difference between CDUS and CDUL

or CDUP can be attributed to the very low genetic correlation with AMEnW (0.35 vs 0.80
to 0.82, cf. Table 3). Finally, the advantage of selecting on AMEnW rather than on AMEnC

is the most evident for CDUP (+44% for CDUPW and +66% for CDUPC) and for CDUL

(+386% for CDULW and +220% for CDULC).

Conclusion

In conclusion, this study illustrates the importance of the diet to select on digestibility, as
a diet easy to digest does not allow to see differences between individuals. Our results also
show that selecting on AMEn measured on a wheat diet would improve digestibility of energy,
starch, lipids, and proteins not only on wheat but also on corn diets. Finally, except for CDUS ,
responses to selection would be greater with selection on AMEnW rather than on AMEnC .
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